Higher ed panel hears proposals

By Douglas Jones

A special legislative committee that has evaluated education in Boise last week and heard testimony as to what measures could be taken to improve the state’s higher education system.

In late April by Idaho House Speaker Tom Stiverson (R-Twin Falls), heard statements concerning the change of Lewis-Clark State College to a community college, a constitutional amendment to allow tuition, a plan to divide the Idaho State Board of Education, and a proposal to put Idaho schools under a one-university chancellor system.

John Clute, Boise Cascade ex-vice president, who headed the Idaho Task Force on Higher Education, had pointed comments to the LCSC status. “LCSC is really just an extended community college,” he said, adding, “It should be funded like the other community colleges if we are trying to achieve some fairness in funding around the state.”

Idaho’s two community colleges, North Idaho College in Coeur d’Alene and the College of Southern Idaho in Twin Falls, are supported for the most part by local property tax revenues. Proponents of an agricultural college at Idaho State University is currently nothing more than an overgrown community college, “If you look at what they offer, it is not an urban university.”

The task force which Clute headed was responsible for creating the 1984 legislative bills over university state legislation, board proposals, and a call to change LCSC to a community college, all of which were unsuccessful.

The eight-person team, headed by Rep. Janet Hay (R-Nottingham), a former president of the UI Board of Regents, chaired by the Board of Education. Seven members are Republicans. Two, Sen. William Nob and Lynn Tominaga, are former ASU presidents.

Pace and her attorney, Roy Mosman, contended there was not a real financial emergency at the University of Idaho, seven of Idaho’s employees have filed similar suits against the university. President Phelan said in April that the “emergency” had decided to sue. The suit filed in Boise District Court beat the expiration of the statute of limitations by a few weeks. The end of the statute ends.

One of the litigants, UI Personnel Officer Don Harter, admitted the approaching deadline had some bearing on his decision to sue. “I have not been able to discover any feasible alternatives to protect my legal rights,” Harter said in a memo to UI Vice President for Finance Affairs David McNally. Harter, suit was filed by Jane Beets, a home economics teacher at Warner High School, Ranch Hall, an employee of the University’s Department of Agriculture: Morris Hensstrom, retired, Gilbert Sakkis, retired, of an agricultural research center in Huntley, Mont., Virginia Warner, Carson, Nev., and Norman D. Waters, Parma.

Pace was also sued against the university after she was fired by Dr. Robert Crump in 1981. She was fired less than a year before she was fired. Shofield cut, the UI con- tended, forced the university to dismiss Pace and 11 others in the College of Agriculture, the time Pace filed against the university Agriculture Dean Raymond Miller cited inflationary increases. 20 percent increases in operating expenses and a seven percent pay increase for employees as some reasons an emergency was denied. Pace and Mosman claimed the college had over $200,000 in carryover funds, and therefore could not be in a state of emergency. The suit continued because the college made purchases and gave raises there was no emergency. In the absence of a true fiscal emergency by the UI had no right to dismiss a tenure professor.

At the time she was terminated Pace was the 4-H specialist in the agriculture college. In her suit against the UI Pace asked for $250,000 in damages and reinstatement. Schilling set a February 1986 date for the award phase of the trial. That date is likely to be postponed because of the university’s appeal.

Mosman and Jon Warren, the university’s general counsel, declined to comment on the case. However, several sources close to both sides have speculated the new cases may never come to trial. One source said, “If Pace wins (before the Idaho Supreme Court) the ad- ministration will offer hand- some settlements.” If Pace’s ap- peal fails, the source claimed, there would be no basis for legal “Either way, it probably won’t come to trial.”

Pace has not been alone in her fight against the university. She has received extensive financial assistance from several sources. Of an estimated $32,000 in legal expenses, Pace has received some $21,000 from the union.

$3,000 from the American Association of University Profes- sors and $1,000 in local sup- port. The IFT recently allocated another $3,500, which will be matched by the national union office.

Rich Ger. IFT president and president of the Idaho Federation of Teachers, said the union has been happy to sup- port Pace, because members see it as a defense of the rights of all faculty at the UI. He said the faculty has been able to obtain substantial changes in rules for declarations of exigency, and said the faculty has already gained from Pace’s victory.

About the IFT support of the new litigants, Ger said the union “can’t do anything for them until they come to our gov- erning committee.” He said one person has agreed to become the committee, but declined to name the individual.

Pace legal victory prompts new suits against UI
Career moves: KUID-TV personnel leaving

By Megan Guide

New opportunities for KUID-TV employees have created three vacancies to be filled as the station manager, production manager and producers/reporter move on.

Bill Campbell has been KUID station manager for two and a half years. He will leave in August to become manager of KISU-TV in Pocatello, Idaho. Campbell said the station is ranked in the middle of the three Idaho PBS stations in size and personnel. "Career wise, it's a good move because it's a larger station and it has a lot of potential growth," Campbell said.

James Morgese, production manager of KUID-TV for three years, is leaving for Gainesville, Florida this month to become director of production for University of Florida's television station WUFT. "It's a better opportunity with a bigger station, more money, more equipment and people," Morgese said.

Ann Summerrall, producer/director/reporter, for KUID-TV for one year, is now in Philadelphia. "I received a scholarship from Penn State for a one-year master's program in media management. "In exchange for that I'll help their school of commun on put on a half-hour nightly news program," she said.

Each departure was described as a career advancement, not because of any dissatisfaction with the station. "KUID is among the nine smallest public tv stations in the country," said Morgese.

I wouldn't know of too many people who'd stay at this station for long if they were upwardly mobile," he said.

Summerall, who has worked in major media markets with NBC on the east coast, said she has accepted the job after originally coming to KUID to do "I came here to enhance my on-air skills and be actively involved in every operation of producing a show."

While at KUID-TV, she worked on "Idaho Reports" and was the producer and host of "Speaking Of," a weekly panel discussion program that was cancelled due to equipment problems. Both programs received awards, including one from the Society of Professional Journalists. Sigma Delta Chi for "Speaking Of CHILD Sexual Abuse" and first place for "Idaho Reports," which had been the best regularly scheduled program by the Idaho Press Club.

"KUID is tapping its potential with increased membership, underwriting, and by working with the friends of KUID," commented Campbell.

All the departing employees also taught for the UI School of Communication. Summerall who taught broadcast newswriting, said wherever she replaces her as producer/reporter of KUID won't be replaceable in her next position. The station manager and production manager will continue to be split positions of instructor and KUID employee.

In addition to the replacement of these positions, there is an opening for a full-time telecommunications instructor. Peter Staggart, former acting head of the UI School of Communications, said a nation-wide search will be conducted and the position is currently being advertised.

Don Coombs, returning head of the School of Communications, said, "We will be a better production facility."

Radio slot opens, too

By Megan Guide

Nancy Goodspeed is a professional who knows what she needs. And leaving UI for Penn State will get her what she needs.

"At this point in my career I decided I needed a master's to go into media management," said Goodspeed. Goodspeed's official last day of work as news editor for KUID radio and instructor for the UI School of Communications will be August 2. She will then leave for Penn State University in Collge Town, Penn., where she will work as a graduate assistant in charge of radio news for the PSU office of public information.

"When I first started doing the weather, it was the time for women," said Goodspeed, who has worked as a reporter, director, production manager, as well as co-anchor of KUID TV news in Spokane for nine years.

"When I first started doing the weather," Goodspeed said, "It was the time for women." She, however, is not going to leave Penn State.

"Although Goodspeed is interested in media management, she does not know exactly what she'll do after she receives her master's.

"I'm not sure if I want to teach or go back into radio," she said. Goodspeed was not sure what she'll do after she receives her master's.

"See myself as a news director, or in corporate media relations, or a media manager on a campus channel," she said. "I'm sure I want to keep teaching."

"I'm interested in the history and culture of the New England area."

She appreciates Moscow, though and will miss it. "People are friendly. Living in Moscow is refreshing," she remarked. "I enjoyed the students and their eagerness to work and learn." The position of Goodspeed's replacement will be advertised. She strongly suggests that the position be filled with a non-personal person. Goodspeed said she also misses the "professional spirit" on both the UI and WSUI campuses. From the difficulty of recruiting personnel, everyone bent over backwards to make this position work. She did not meet one negative person.

She is proud of her accomplishments at UI. "I've successfully taught the first time in her life," she said, "I had to build my confidence as an instructor in front of a live audience," she said. "I'm also proud that we've made the operation (KUID) work."

While at Penn State, she will continue to work with Ann Summerrall, formerly of KUID-TV, on the new "Career Guide."
Pornography

Moscow city council rules cases to be initiated by plaintiffs

By Carolyn Beasley

The Moscow City Council has voted to require citizens who feel that obscene material is be-
ing distributed in the community to initiate the process themselves. The council adopted a resolution presented by City Attorney Will Harrington.

The issue was prompted by complaints of several Moscow residents that allegedly por-
ographic material was being sold by local merchants in viola-
tion of state law. Harrington suggested that the council adopt a resolution permitting any resident to file a complaint and request an investigation.

The resolution, adopted unanimously by the council, states that any resident who feels that obscene material is being sold by a local merchant may file a complaint with the city attorney. The complaint must be in writing and must include a description of the material and the location where it was observed.

The resolution also includes a provision that allows the city attorney to request an investigation of the complaint and, if necessary, to bring action in court to stop the distribution of the material.

The resolution is designed to give residents a way to address their concerns about obscene material in the community, according to Harrington.

New computer space in sub basement

By Mike Long

In order to serve the changing needs of UI students, the SUB has recently completed a major remodeling of its second-floor computer lab. The lab now includes 50 workstations equipped with IBM Personal Computers, which are easily accessible to students.

In addition, the lab has been expanded to include a small community room where students can study and work in a quieter environment. The room is equipped with tables, chairs, and a whiteboard, and is available for use on a first-come, first-served basis.

The new computer lab is open daily from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., and is staffed by trained computer technicians who are available to help students with their needs.

Fitness Unlimited
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IBM Personal Computers will help fulfill the needs of the UI's computer science students. The need for the additional machines became apparent as classes began to fill up. Students, particularly those in introductory courses, were finding it difficult to find time to work on their projects.

To address this problem, the SUB has purchased a total of 50 IBM Personal Computers. The machines are being placed in a new computer lab located in the basement of the SUB.

The lab is open daily from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. and is staffed by trained computer technicians who are available to help students with their needs.

“LOOKIN’ GOOD”

The Lingerie Shop in Lewiston cordially invites the ladies to a night out

At Cavanaugh’s Motor Inn, Moscow FRIDAY, JUNE 21 9 p.m.—1 a.m.

Lingerie Show from 9:00—10:30 p.m.

INCLUDING SURPRISE ENTERTAINMENT LIVE MUSIC AFTER FASHION SHOW

★ 10:30 p.m.—1:00 a.m.

Featuring “Avalanche” $3 Cover Charge

★ Ladies Only, please, 9:00—10:30 p.m.
Golf course budget requires scrutiny

Like the mythological phoenix, the issue of selling beer at the ASUI golf course has been reborn. And there is probably the same chance of seeing either happening.

As usual, the matter came up as the fiscal year is ending, and the income figures for the golf course gut a particularly bad showing over the ASUI general reserve. Right now, the best-case projections for the year ending June 13 is about $117,000.

The bad news is that last year the Senate projected income to be $155,000. For some reason, this figure was passed even though the average revenue for the previous five years has been about $115,000. This mis-estimation means a shortfall of around $35,000.

This has been estimated various times over the years that the draw of a "Nineteenth Hole" would bring in enough additional golfers, tournaments, and persons who enjoy the Palouse amenities to tip the budget to the positive side. This would be wonderful.

But years of efforts by student leaders to get the backing of the university administration and then the approval by the UT Board of Regents for a liquid refreshment stand have all gone for naught.

The political implications of the Senator in Idaho selling alcohol are mostly negative, especially to legislators and voters in the southern parts of the state. These persons have been and will continue to be loudly vocal in their opposition to any proposal for beer sales on university grounds.

There has been a large capital investment in this facility over the years. Manager Don Baisd said he needs $30,000 to upgrade equipment. There will be continuing operational subsidies, and if it is discontinued in 1985, they will decrease.

What is the policy rationale for the golf course? Who is it supposed to serve and at what cost? Who does it serve? Before anymore major expenditures are approved by the student government, these questions must be answered.

John Hecht

Free speech boosted

The Moscow City Council has managed to make both a bad and good day of it with its action decision, which will, the four-step process for prosecution of sales of so-called pornography. And the over one-hundred citizens who participated will be able to contribute through the public the complex and vague laws relating to "obscene" material and its sale, and then clearly as possible answered questions on the matter.

What could have been an extremely divisive issue remains controversial, and the final legal results will probably take a long time running, especially, the public who spoke expressed a wide range of opinions, most of them thoughtful. These included positions of absolutism on the First Amendment to concerns about the effect of "pornography" on the physical and spiritual well-being of the community and its members.

Already one citizen has formally filed a complaint under the guidelines adopted by the council. He is a person of strong opinions and principles, and he seems to be willing to take the battle to its logical conclusion. The members of the public who spoke expressed a wide range of opinions, most of them thoughtful. These included positions of absolutism on the First Amendment to concerns about the effect of "pornography" on the physical and spiritual well-being of the community and its members.

Already one citizen has formally filed a complaint under the guidelines adopted by the council. He is a person of strong opinions and principles, and he seems to be willing to take the battle to its logical conclusion. The members of the public who spoke expressed a wide range of opinions, most of them thoughtful. These included positions of absolutism on the First Amendment to concerns about the effect of "pornography" on the physical and spiritual well-being of the community and its members.

The incident in Beirut, like so many others in that part of the world, shows so clearly that the resolution of political problems has little to do with all the strife. States kill Palestinians for the sheer fun of it. Palestinians kill Israelis because it amuses them. Nazis invade Lebanon because violence has become the only acceptable recourse to violence. The Middle East has become obsessed with its own rhetoric of killing, maiming and destruction are ends unto themselves. What has traditionally been the preserve of governments has become popular culture.

And the level at which the indiscriminate violence of the region has been practised must be looked at: the breakdown of order in Beirut — and indeed throughout the region — leaves no one to prevent the atrocities which have become typical.

Of course the presence of government as an institution cannot be a guarantee of anything — save for bureaucracy. The post-Shah regime in Iran is different from its predecessor in form only: the terror that reigned in Iran by Ronald Reagan is exactly as good as real as that created by the Islamicate bombings in airports perhaps it is more so, since the attacker and victim know each other very well.

The root of this lawlessness is an increasing unwillingness for governments and individuals to discuss the problems which separate them. It seems so much easier to separate into factions and retreat into the security of a stiff neck and hard heart.

The Middle East is prototypical of this kind of thinking. There are layers upon layers upon strata of ignorance, to the degree that it is impossible to know where it all started.

The Israelis won't talk to the FLO who won't deal with the Jordanians who aren't speaking to the Syrians who aren't talking to the Egyptians who will have nothing to do with them. And if they do...

Israel's point to unprompted attacks upon children: the Arabs point to Deir Yassin: the Israelis point to the Holocaust. It is a never ending cycle of violence and recrimination. The question is no longer who is right, but who wins? Who is the victim? What family in Israel, Lebanon, in the camps — what family has not suffered, and for an unknown reason?

It is time people stopped towing their injuries upon the bands of recrimination in the Middle East. Someone has got to decide it has to stop. Anwar Sadat, for all his legion faults, made a gesture in the right direction when he went to Jerusalem. For all the courage that move took, however, more must be — perhaps Shimon Peres has to go to Beirut or Damascus: maybe Arafat has to visit Gulen, the streets of Tel Aviv, not in a hall of channel, but in the daylight. Unarmed.

Maybe Ronald Reagan and Fidel Castro should go to a Bogie film set in Tehran together.

The solution to the is not to be found in United Nations resolutions or American Marines, The Pax Americana ended somewhere around Dien Bien Phu, when we got overpowered into a fight which was not ours to fight. The only way to solve the problems of the Middle East — as with Ireland or Central America or South Africa — is for courageous people to place themselves in the midst of the conflict, and for them to show that conflict is no solution.

"Nuke Beirut." It is frightening because it is so possible. And acceptable.

Lewis Day, a history major on the five-year plan, will be graduated in August.

Nuke Beirut...

Lewis Day
Your Summer Argonaut staff: the final chapter

Alex Voxman graduated this spring from Moscow High School. He interned for the Idaho Argonaut last spring. Unfortunately for us, he will attend Amherst College in the fall.

Carolyn Bemley has a dual major in journalism and education. She is beginning her fifth year with ASUI publications, and will be a senior staffer on the Idaho Argonaut this fall.

Bruce Smith will letter in journalism this December after years of covering athletics for the Idaho Argonaut and other professional newspapers. He spent last year as UI assistant sports information director. He hopes to be a reporter rather than a sportswriter.

Chase Davies, co-assistant editor, graduated this spring with a degree in journalism. She paid her dues for one-and-a-half years as manager of KUOS-FM. In August, she will move to Idaho.

Debra Gilbertson is completing her second time around as Photo Bureau manager, and is also circulating women. A University of Idaho graduate, she also freelances for the Spokesman-Review.

Bob Batin, a senior photography major, will soon become manager of the ASUI Photo Bureau. Besides shooting for the Idaho Argonaut, he freelances for the Associated Press and the Spokesman-Review.

10% OFF any mordoc’s Gourmet Burger — good lunchtime only. 8120-6272 * guaranteed last service * not valid with other offers.
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HOW TO CHOOSE AUDIO COMPONENTS YOU CAN REALLY ENJOY.

There are a lot of chrome-plated and gadget-oriented products out there that simply do not perform as well as properly engineered components (which are often less expensive). After all, a “Bargain” is not always a GOOD VALUE, some selling expensive-looking “mid-f” assume that most people can’t (or don’t want to) trust their own ears, and listen only to what they are told.

At Optimum Sound we believe that people CAN hear the difference. Our goal is customer satisfaction, with service before, during and after the sale. We offer a good selection of quality audio components at very reasonable prices. We invite you to come in and listen for as long as you want—or just come in to ask questions of our knowledgeable staff. You’ll find out that your own hearing is really quite discerning. After a visit to Optimum Sound, we think your ears and your budget will appreciate the difference.
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Jensen leaves for Arizona
By Corilyn Beasley

After three semesters of teaching at the University of Idaho, Alan Jensen, assistant professor of communication, has decided to take a year's break from the world of hands-on experience and lectures.

"I feel a little more at home practicing rather than teaching it," he said. "I'm getting old enough that it gets increasing, by difficult to go back into the public relations practice."

When he arrived at Idaho, the public relations program consisted of two courses. After suggestions from Jensen, it now includes several courses. The courses will take effect in the fall. "Now," he summed up, "we have a better rounded program."

The commitment in public relations has been continually growing over the years, making new schemes almost imperative. "The public relations classes have not been as engaging in my group this last year," he said. "They received awards for the Chapter of the year, student of the year (Lisa Edna), and advisor of the year (Jensen)."

The National Public Relations Society of America, (PRSSA) researchers were pleased to know of the student's type of approach. The students have expressed an interest in the class.

"The program at UI will continue," he dogged.

"I really enjoyed the university. I like working with students. I am leaving with mixed emotions," he said.

Drugs Busted, from page 3

Malan and Meekle have to contemplate the possibilities of selling cocaine by agreement with a person for worth of more than $2000 in a county other than Malhe.

Latah County Prosecutor William Hamlett said both defendants were granted immunity on the other charges so the state can use their testimony in building the case against Malan.

Malan, charged with two counts of abetting andabetting in a felony, was released from the Latah County Jail on a $10,000 bond. Meekle, alleged to be a plicate, was released without bond after cooperation with the investigators.

Bart Dale Wacker, 24, of Moscow, was charged with one count of delivering of cocaine. He pleaded guilty to a reduced charge May 22 in Second District Court. The charge was reduced to being an accessory to a controlled substance.

Delivery of cocaine and/or an action and abetting in such delivery carries a maximum penalty of $25,000 fine and/or imprisonment. Meekle, a Malan, was a student at the University of Idaho. In 1982, he ran a tobacco advertisement from the Latah County Jail on a $10,000 bond. Meekle, alleged to be a plicate, was released without bond after cooperation with the investigators.

Bart Dale Wacker, 24, of Moscow, was charged with one count of delivering of cocaine. He pleaded guilty to a reduced charge May 22 in Second District Court. The charge was reduced to being an accessory to a controlled substance.

Even if convicted, Malan is not necessarily prohibited from practicing law in Idaho unless the bar association finds that he misrepresented a criminal conviction.

UI law school rules and regulations do not prohibit a person charged with a felony from attending school. The UI law school does agree to a student's conduct outside of school. There apparently is no barrier for Malan to attend classes while waiting for trial.

UI enrollment up; more gains expected
By Douglas Jones

Summer school enrollment at the University of Idaho is up, but by how much is unknown. The reason for this is that the registration continues throughout the summer for shorter courses and workshops, according to Matt Telin, registrar.

Enrollment as of Monday morning was 1,731. Enrollment for June 10 (registration day) was 589, and 1,142 pre-registered. Final figures will not be available until summer session closes Aug. 2. A number of "short runs" and off-campus workshops are conducted throughout the summer.

At this same time last year, 1,727 students were enrolled in the summer session, including 220 in the Coeur d'Alene off-campus program. This year totals for Coeur d'Alene and the McCall summer forestry school won't be available for another week.

More students are expected to register in special workshops and accelerated courses throughout the summer at the UI, pushing the total up around 2,400.

UI officials last week expressed concern that some WSU students might enroll in joint UI-WSU courses as UI students because the UI's summer fee is $65.25 per credit hour compared with $85 at WSU.

Because of a reciprocal agreement, neither university will charge out-of-state fees during summer session.

That fear failed to materialize as students were required to register for both UI and WSU programs through their "parent school's" procedures.

Telin said he could see a definite change in the type of student registering for a school or other summer school at the UI.

Before a few years ago most of the "summer school" teachers or others who had the time would register for a few classes, this summer, according to Telin, over 75 percent, of the students who have registered were enrolled in a few or several courses at the UI.

Telin said that "The reason we find more continuing students back is because they are trying to accelerate their post graduation day, or, in some cases, to take advantage of employment opportunities and make up academic deficiencies."

SUB, from page 2

They also created two-way communication between the conference rooms and the classroom. The students are able to call up what he needs when he needs it, with the help of the video room. The video room was also a monitor to ensure that the material is correct and current.

The Towers have also been provided with what Telin called a "natural area of the classroom."

The cost totaled $106,000 from SUB funds. The PC's were an additional $30,000. The 30 terminals were installed by the university and are accessible to students with the proper codes for class projects. In addition, the students can use the computers in their rooms, or outside, they're bolted down and locked up, and will be in use every day of the semester. "We take a great deal of care with them."

Management of the new area and all hiring of personnel in the area lies with Game Room Manager Leo Stephens. Stephens is responsible for the upkeep of the machines and computers.

The space for the new base- ment area became available when a number of branches of the Association of College Audiences of Idaho Communications were moved to the third floor.

The Idaho Association of the Mountains, ASU Reproduction, and Phoenix were moved upstairs to group them together with the radio station, KUID.

The third floor was chosen because it was a less accessible location for those attending conferences. It was considered more convenient to go down from the basement rather than climb the stairs to the third floor.

The new residents on the third floor replaced four conference rooms, a reception area, a lounge and a storage area. They moved into the former Caterina and Spalding rooms over the 1983-84 Christmas break.
Gibb announces new theme, Flusher to head Centennial

By Mike Long

With the simultaneous an-
nouncement of the official logo
and motto, and the appoint-
ment of the official, the Univer-
sity of Idaho's Centennial
celebration has reached another
benchmark.

The announcements were
made at a press conference two
weeks ago. UI President Richard
Gibb appointed Professor Roy S.
Flusher coordinator for the
Centennial.

According to Gibb, Flush-
er will "aid running as far as he
can and then increase his speed." The campaign will begin as half-time but will become full-time as 1989 ap-
proaches.

Flusher has stepped down as
department head of Theater Arts, and is the immediate past
Chairman of the Faculty Coun-
cil. He will, however, continue
to act as producer and director of the UI Summer Theater.

He first came to the UI as a guest director for the UI Sum-
mer Theatre in 1974 and returned in 1976 and 1977. In 1978, he received a doc-
torate degree at Bowling Green State University in Ohio, and
joi-
ned the UI Theatre arts faculty.

In 1986, he became the depart-
ment head.

The motto, "Where Tradition
Meets the Future" was chosen
by the UI Centennial commit-
tee from 603 entries. The mot-
to was submitted by Margaret
Scott, director of the UI News-
 bureau, and Kelly McDonald-
Jones, video production special-
ists.

The two came up with the
idea while working on a video
promotional promo of the UI. They then
entered the idea in the theme
campaign contest last fall. The contest was open to students, faculty, ad-
ministration and alumni.

UI Design and Photo Super-
visor Leo Ames put the logo
together on a Macintosh com-
puter, and the various com-
ponents can be interpreted in
a number of different ways.

Amer described it as it hands
of the Palouse and the other
prairie hills in Idaho, or as a
swimming pool with a wave-
trip to the outside of the
various colleges which make up the UI
with an upswing into the future.

Amer then pointed out the waves also contained a "U" and a calligraphic "T."

According to Gibb, plans
are right on schedule for what
needs to be done before the big
year arrives. He plans to appoint
editors to do a pictorial and writ-
ten history of the UI to be published by August 1987.

These appointments will be
made by the end of this year, he
said.

The UI was chartered by
the territorial legislature in 1889 and the first classes were held
October 12, 1892.

KOUI to open full swing

KOUI-FM, the University of Idaho's new radio station, will be
opening full swing this summer.

According to station manager Greg Meyer, the sta-
tion is operating twenty-four hour a day seven days a week.

Although the summer schedule has been mostly set, Meyer
encourages anyone interested in being a volunteer DJ, es-
pecially during the 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. time shift, to talk to
him at the KOUI office.

There are also plenty of other ways to get involved with KOUI.
Meyer said they are looking for people interested in other ways
we have plenty of volunteer jobs.

These jobs include working in the music library, production
work, and putting up station identifi-
cations.

by volunteering in the summer and getting beg-
ning DJ experience, people have a better chance of getting a job of their choice in the fall.

Continuing Ed offers no credit enrollment courses

The University of Idaho is of-
fering a wide variety of non-
credit enrollment classes this summer. Meyer is planning to gradually widen the
variety of music broadcast by KOUI over the summer.

Meyer encourages anyone with "programming ideas besides what we offer now" to come up to the station and talk with him. KOUI is located on the third floor of the Student Union Building.

The number for music re-
quests is 885-0302. The

business number is 885-6433.

The station may be tuned in at 92.1 MHz on the FM band.

Continuing Ed offers no credit enrollment courses

Packs, Tents, Stoves, Soft Luggage, Sleeping Bags, Hiking Boos, Patagonia Clothing, and many other
warm weather necessities

10-30 Mon., Sat.
Mon-Sat. 9 to 5
The Fig Leaf invites you to celebrate summer with
all lingerie

Essentials for Summer Travel

In the United States, entering a room means you're there to receive services. In Germany, entering a room means you're there to offer services.---Ivan Illich

The "Outdoor Recreation Specialists"

"The Outdoor Recreation Specialists"

KOUI-FM, the University of Idaho's new radio station, will be
opening full swing this summer.

According to station manager Greg Meyer, the sta-
tion is operating twenty-four hour a day seven days a week.

Although the summer schedule has been mostly set, Meyer
encourages anyone interested in being a volunteer DJ, es-
pecially during the 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. time shift, to talk to
him at the KOUI office.

There are also plenty of other ways to get involved with KOUI.
Meyer said they are looking for people interested in other ways
we have plenty of volunteer jobs.

These jobs include working in the music library, production
work, and putting up station identifi-
cations.

by volunteering in the summer and getting beg-
ning DJ experience, people have a better chance of getting a job of their choice in the fall.
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By Chas Davis

Retired journalism professor reflects on student newspaper

From behind a stack of books and scattered papers, Bert Cross emerged with a handful of...
UI theatre offers varied productions in summer

Text by Lewis Day
Photos by Bob Bain

Summer theatre at the UI was almost a fatality of the state’s budget woes a few years ago. Today the program faces a much more secure future. It enters its 33rd season with fewer financial worries and enthusiastic local support.

The summer theatre program at the UI — the Idaho Repertory Theatre — will present 26 performances of four plays between July 2 and August 3. Each of the productions is a different type of play, and the repertory cast must learn dialogue, staging and characterizations for all four plays at once.

At several times during the season the cast will perform four different shows in four nights.

Dames At Sea, by George Hammer and Ross Miller, is the first musical to be performed in several years. The traditional Broadway story of the small town girl and boy who meet and become successes on the Great White Way. Dames At Sea is based on the camp and good humor of the old ’30s movie musicals.

Wait Until Dark is a thriller by Frederick Knott. The story revolves around the terrorizing of a blind woman by three individuals in search of a doll stuffed with...... It is a chilling tale, and the film version starred Audrey Hepburn.

The School For Wives is the summer’s 300-year-old masterpiece by Moliere. The tale of the innocent Agnes, the conniving Arnolphe and the suitor Horace. The School For Wives is a wickedly funny look at manners and morals in the seventeenth century — and today!

The Lion In Winter is the show best known to local audiences because of the masterful film version, which starred Katherine Hepburn and Peter O’Toole. The play was written by James Goldman, and concerns the plots, intrigues and ruthless scheming surrounding Eleanor of Aquitaine and her husband, England’s King Henry II.

Season tickets for the 33rd season of summer theatre in Moscow are available at the Hartung Theatre. Prices for season passes range from $8 to $18 individuals, and passes are available for families and groups. Season tickets save up to 45 percent off single ticket prices.

Information about summer theatre may be obtained by calling the theatre box office, 885-7988.
Dobratz to stay!

By Bruce Smith

Idaho Head Women's Basketball Coach Pat Dobratz said this week that she will remain in Moscow through the last month, keeping Dobratz at Idaho.

Dobratz, who was an assistant coach at Washington before becoming head coach on an interim basis during the 1979-80 season, said she has not applied for any other coaching positions. She said she has already signed a contract to stay at Idaho.

"I finished third, I guess," Dobratz said. "They said Tara Van Der Veen was the top choice, but she went to Stanford. Chris (Klobrech) was their next choice and then I was next."

Van Der Veen coached at Idaho State.

Vandals may invade Europe

By Greg Kilmer

The University of Idaho basketball team will be taking a pre-school vacation in Yugoslavia this summer if the NCAA gives their okay.

"We're just waiting for approval right now," Vandals head coach Bill Trumbo said. "There really shouldn't be any trouble though."

Summer SALE!!

June 19-32

Vacuum Carafes  15% OFF
Selected Wines  10-15% OFF
Blacklighting Tea  20% OFF/oz.
Evening in Missoula  20% OFF/oz.
Posters  15% OFF
Garam Masala  20% OFF/oz.
Espresso Makers  15% OFF
& Much More!
The COMBINE
in The Combine Mall – Downtown Pullman

THE EYE GUYS

Example

Ours

Designers Frames (+$3/mos)

$65.93

$92.70

Frames as Low as

$10.50

$18.00

Soft Contact (chemical disinfecting)

$170.00

$250.00

Exam

$32.50

$50.00

Dr. Arthur B. Sachs

The Family Vision Centers, Inc. P.S.

Pullman

Clarkston

E. 337 Main (509) 334-3300 800 6th St. (509) 756-3768

EXPERT MEN'S AND WOMEN'S

HAIRCUTS

by Joanne, Sharron, Janet, & Delores

HAIRCUT SPECIAL

For University Students

only $7.00

BOWLING CLINICS!

Sundays @ 1 p.m.

Call Leo at 885-7940 for reservations

SUB BASEMENT.

PIZZA & SUBS

$2 off on a large pizza, or

$1 off on a small pizza.

• FREE DELIVERY

• 882-7080

PIZZA & SUBS

for two years before moving to Ohio State and now Stanford, Klobrech, received the job, meanwhile, despite having a losing record last season. One of Fullerton's losses was to Idaho, 79-72 in the Dial Classic in Pullman.

"They wanted a coach who had coached against some national competition," Dobratz said. "They believe that they have a quality program over there and they want to keep it going."

"Even if I was offered the job, I'm not sure I would've accepted it," Dobratz said. "The money is not any better. The only thing I would have liked was to be in Seattle. But they (Washington) are losing three starters and I think we have better talent here at Idaho."

Dobratz has compiled an impressive 116-34 record at Idaho, including leading the club to a best mark ever, 28-2 and a post season berth, last season.

Idaho will lose just one player from its squad next season. The Lady Vandals are not scheduled to play Washington.

If approved, the Vandals will play nine exhibition games against several Slavon clubs, mostly in the province of Slovenia.

"The Idaho squad will be playing in such cities as Ljubljana, Pozee and Zagreb as well as crossing the border into Italy for two games," as well as games against fellow American coaches for summer training for a select young ramp.

Trumbo was expected to travel to Yugoslavia and asked about the possibility of his team making a trip to the European country. He received a positive reply.

"They see that American basketball is the best," Trumbo said. "It's beneficial for them and it's a great travel experience for us."

Trumbo stated that basketball is a rising sport in Yugoslavia with much popularity.

"The club teams are not professional, as in the U.S.," Trumbo said. "But the players are still, aside from that, they're on their top level of play. "It's a good way of life for them."

"They calmer of play is improving," Trumbo said. "Their level of play is rising, which is good."

When asked if he might be seeking a possible Yugoslavian Vandal, Trumbo stated, "That's pretty slim, the Club organizations are very protective of their better ball players. They might let a younger kid come over and polish his skills."

"It should be a learning experience," Trumbo said. "We'll be playing international rules (rules used in Olympics). They really get up and down the court."

Official notice from the NCAA should be soon.
**CALENDAR**

**Preview '85**

An album will be played on KUOW FM. 89.3, each night at 10:05 p.m.

**Friday, June 21**: Del Amari.

**Saturday, June 22**: The Dangling Man: Crime and the City Solution.

**Sunday, June 23**: Power of Suggestion: The Penny Arcade.

**Monday, June 24**: Little Creatures: Talking Heads.

**Tuesday, June 25**: Holy Wars: Tuxedo Jones.

**Wednesday, June 26**: Clowns: various artists.

**Thursday, June 27**: Public Combat: Skeletal Family.

**Movies**

- The Apple Dumpling Gang: (June 24, Monday) Showing at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the SUB Borah Theatre. Free, but children under 10 must be accompanied by an adult.
- The plow that Broke the Plains and The River (June 24-25): To be shown in the UI Agricultural Science Auditorium, free to the public. Performances.
- High School Concert: (June 22, Saturday) The music camp will perform in the SUB Ballroom at 1:30 p.m. It is free and open to the public.

**Workshops**

- **Student Union offers much**
  
  The UI Student Union Building and offices opens today. 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. M-F. The basement-area functions, open after hours, can be reached by the north basement door. Associated Students University of Idaho and Boise is open 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. M-F (main floor).
  
  The Blue Bucket restaurant is open 11:30 a.m. to 1:15 for fine ethnic dining. M-F (main floor).

**Crosscurrents**: (June 26) A group of faculty and students from both the UI and WSU who play mainstream jazz including original compositions. Instrumentation includes saxophone, trumpet, piano and drums.

**Events**

- **Texas Barbeque**: (Tuesday, June 25) in the UI Arborcum at 6 p.m. Tickets are available at the Intramural and Campus Recreation Office in room 203 Memorial Gymn.

**CLASSIFIEDS**

- **6. ROOMATES**
  
  Rosemary wants to share 2 bedroom furnished apartment. Must be non-smoker. For specific and full rent $517. No pets, no male privacy. Call (in): 882-6689.

- **7. JOBS**
  
  PADS @ UI 1st Ave. College students don't have to work. for extra money. For housing: 882-7026.

- **8. FOR SALE**
  
  Lake Crest Drive 5th bed. 750.00 $500.00. Fly Anywhere United. 882-6120.

- **11. RIDES**
  
  Between riders: Idaho Falls, Idaho to the University. Must be smoke free. 882-1279. Call from any time.

**Argonaut classified advertisements are for the university community. Ads are charged at the rate of 15 cents per word minimum of 15 words, for the first insertion, and 12 cents per word for each subsequent consecutive insertion of the same ad. The deadline for Argonaut classifieds is noon on the day prior to publication (generally noon, Monday). Ads are payable in advance. For further information call 885-6371 during normal summer business hours.

**TACO TUESDAY**

**49¢**

**Crisp Tacos**

520 W. 3rd

882-1151

**TACO JOHNS**

**Twin Towers**

**SUMMER LIVING**

from LANDE'S UNIVERSITY FLORAL

**fresh flowers!**

(a plant.

or a silk flower arrangement)

882-8521

Palouse Empire Mall

**We'll deliver!**

**SUBS**

**4 p.m. closing**

**Help wanted!**

The job is to invent a vaccine. One of the key issues is a race among the scientists to see who can make a vaccine first. The race is very intense. The scientists are working around the clock to try to get their vaccines out first. The vaccine needs to be safe and effective. The scientists are using various methods to test their vaccines, including animal models and clinical trials. The ultimate goal is to make a vaccine that will prevent the disease and be widely available.
News Bureau shifts around positions

By Bruce Smith
The University of Idaho News Bureau will reorganize July 1, a change that will give the department more autonomy. Marybeth Grebner, formerly the UI Information Director, will move to Director of Public Affairs. Grebner said the changes will give the department more time to develop promotion and marketing strategies for the university.

Margaret Scott, the news bureau manager, will change to manager of media relations and will oversee the news bureau, university magazine, advertising design and media relations. Scott, however, will only hold the job until Sept. 30. She has already announced her resignation because she will be moving to Kamiah with her husband, Robert, who will become the high school principal there. "The changes will help us get during special events, like the university's 100th birthday in 1989," Grebner said. "Everyone who is supposedly changing job knows exactly what they will be doing. The only changes that anyone will notice is that maybe a few file cabinets will be moved.”

The most noticeable change in the plan is that the News Bureau and the university magazine, Idaho, the University will now be complete separately from the university Information Services.

The news bureau, due to Scott's future departure and Broadcast Specialties specialist, Kelly Jones, who has already left, is searching for replacements.

Kahler pleads guilty computer hacking

On Tuesday May 7, Patrick Kelley Kahler, a University of Idaho student, was arrested as he was packing up, his dorm room to leave, and changed with tampering with a UI computer. A felony.
The charge stems from a new Idaho statute which was enacted last year. The law bans anyone from gaining unauthorized access into a computer system for the purposes of theft or fraud.

Qualify and you'll start your enrollment with a promotion. And just because you're out of school doesn't mean you stop learning. We'll teach you a skill that can help you get places later.

And you'll get places now, because we give soldiers an opportunity to travel. And a chance to make new friends.

2+2+2= $21,000

That's Army math. It means that after 2 years of college (60 semester hours or equivalent) and a 2-year enlistment, you could have up to $21,000 to continue your education. Courtesy of the New GI Bill - New Army College Fund. (Effective July 1, 1989).

That other 2 means you can get two years of ROTC credit by enrolling in ROTC at the third year level (with the approval of the college's director of military science) when you reenter college. You'll earn $200 a month in ROTC.

Kahler-ASUI account and billed it for computer time he had used in March and not yet paid for. According to William Acevedo, who is with the UI Computer Science Department, Kahler billed about eighty dollars to the Kahler-ASUI account.

Kahler eventually pleaded guilty to misdemeanor rather than felony charges. The charges were reduced because the amount of money Kahler billed to the account was less than the necessary $150 to way, and was known as University of Idaho-Southern Branch.

Lucas said he is personally opposed to the chancellor system. He said it disregards political regionalism and places too much responsibility in the hands of one person. "Those people who advocate the chancellor system describe the chancellor as having all the qualities to sit on the right hand of the Lord," he said."Then they picture how well the system would work under such a person. Suppose we don't get him." Mark Falconer, a legislative financial analyst, told the legislature that although higher education is receiving a smaller share of state funds, state support for education is almost at an all-time high.

Falconer said that the new state budget that will take effect on July 1, will allocate 74.6 percent of all state revenues to education. That is second only to the 1981 budget where 74.7 percent was allocated to education. Higher education's portion, however, will receive only 15 percent of the money, down from 1978. In 1978, it was 26 percent.

Falconer said, "A real bomb shell was uncovered down there (Boise) by the office of the state board," during testimony by Ed Crock, the board's chief fiscal officer.

Falconer reported that if all state revenue and fees charged to students were taken into account the state of Idaho spends $4,360 for Full-Time Student Equivalent (FTSE) That ranks Idaho 31st in the nation, above Oregon (314th), Washington (336th), Nevada (356th), but behind Wyoming (4th), Utah (25th), Montana (22th). If state spending alone is taken into account Idaho ranks 14th in the nation, spending $3,705 per FTSE. That puts Idaho ahead of Utah (16th), Washington (26th), Oregon (34th) and Nevada (35th), but behind Wyoming (4th) and Montana (12th).

Lucas explained that "If these figures are correct it is going to be all impossible to get higher appropriations, even when we are already spending more than our neighboring states.

Argonaut classified advertisements are a service for the university community. Ads are charged at the rate of 15 cents per word, minimum of 15 words, for the first insertion, and 12 cents per word for each subsequent consecutive insertion of the same ad. The deadline for Argonaut classifieds is noon on the day prior to publication (generally, Thursday). Telephone and classified ads are payable in advance. For further information call 885-6371 during normal summer business hours.

Tennis coach resigns

By Greg Kilmer
Jim Sevall, the University of Idaho's head tennis coach, resigned Saturday after the Mountain West Athletic championships in Cheney.

Bill Belknap, the Idaho athletic director, said that he accepted Sevall's resignation "effective immediately."

Belknap said that Sevall, who completed his second season, acknowledged that an incident that occurred at the MWAC women's tournament at Cheney related to Sevall's resigning. Sevall allegedly violated MWAC regulations by playing Anna DeLacueva, who was injured at No. 2 singles. A tournament committee ruled that DeLacueva should have been withdrawn and all other Idaho share of state funds, state support for education is almost at an all-time high.
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This week's special

Papa Joe
$1.25

Phone Orders Welcome
1222 Pullman Rd
Moscow, 83867-0678

Ted Cowl Photography

515 S. Jackson 885-4820

ARGONAUT

MUSIC CONVENTION

NOW THROUGH SUNDAY

FREE GUITAR REPAIR

Saturday 8-10pm

SING-ALONGS

Sunday 1-3pm

HOURS:

5-9 Mon-Thurs.
6-9 Fri-Sat.
10am-6pm Sun.

TWO WEEKENDS ONLY!